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About This Game

Escape from the mundane or stressful elements of life with a trip under the ocean, where you can create countless beautiful
reefs, underwater caves, and sunken forests.

Use a number of tools to sketch and build animated oceanscapes, and then fill them with different sea creatures, from goldfish
to sea turtles. When you’re ready to save, export your favorites to share with others and even turn them into screensavers for

your PC (with a free screensaver app). The possibilities are as endless as the seas.

Key Features

Easy-to-use editor to create endless animated oceanscapes

Steam Workshop integration to share and download custom creations

12 Steam Achievements to encourage your creativity

Steam Trading Cards, badges, emoticons and backgrounds to unlock, inspired by the creatures of Pixelscape: Oceans

Any future content will be free (no paid DLC or in-game micro-transactions)
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Needs more maps and some tools to speed up the end of the rounds when 2 players can't kill eachother. Could use rewards for
winning/ranking up. This game has a lot of cyburpunk content in itself yet you'll feel these contents left unhandled as we reach
the end of the game. The game asserts itself in a more sentimental way and it makes you make ethical questions about life. I can
reccomend this if you're looking for a calming adventure game with good music like "To The Moon" and etc.. good
representaion hopefully union pacfic 119 is in the pipeline for the golden spike feel!. Top down 2d space figher with twist
where you collect a menagerie of ships; and can switch between them or order the AI to pilot one or more in support. Heavy on
story- not really breaking new ground but it is competently written. I am not sure it qualifies as a visual novel because you have
to win combat to progress [I think?]. I have noticed that there is an element of puzzle solving, but it is limited to ship behavior
so far. The combat is moderate speed and there is a fail-state where you will have to reload a save file.. i dont like this
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Simple game where you pick up items in a completely visible dungeon. Skill is knowing how much damage to risk for getting to
a certain destination, vs. just going to the next floor and trying for a better layout that is slightly harder.

Good in short bursts.. Awesome DLC, it is so cool and like so nice. I recommend this DLC so much. :D. This games goes about
90 minutes if you go slow, and that will take you through the encounter with the first boss. Then it's $4.99 for the next two
books, presumably to encounter the two other bosses. Not sure how long these DLC are -- hopefully longer.

Has a very thorough tutorial but combat, even on hard, is very easy. You can swap equipment on the main character which
changes the 3 cards you are able to choose from in combat. You can also choose 1 and later 2 abilities from your skill tree that
do things like: give you an extra choice in combat (4 or 5 instead of 3), speed up the occurrence of your turn, give more damage,
shield more damage, give more damage against certain creatures. These skills can be changed after every combat.

Very text heavy and about 10 encounters in the free version. Eventually you get one other character that has a lot fewer
equipment choices, at least as far as I played.

Very similar to Final Fantasy in feel, a game I played up to the 2 hour limit before I quit -- not really my type of game.

Sometimes it's nice to play a game just long enough to get a feel for what the creator was trying to do, and since this is free, it
might be a fun for half an hour or so, from this perspective. Mechanics worked fine. No bugs.. wow. Absoutely loved
everything about this game. The artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some places. The soundtrack is perfect and it really gets
me into the game. The puzzles were nicely structured and the plot is magnificant. Can't wait to see what else you have in store
for us! :D. its a good game and i would be better if it had muitplayer. The game was quite good, but 1 was a lot better in many
respects.. After about a couple of hours of gameplay and completing the tutorial and several missions, I want to weigh in on
what this game has to offer.

Others have covered some of these points already, but I'll summarize the biggest shortcoming as thus:

The overall aesthetic design of this game is atrocious.
The graphic design seen in the UI, main menu, even to the closing screen, are amateurish at best, I prefer the UI in Roller
Coaster Tycoon 2, and that game is over a decade old. If you're prone to frustration, you will most likely give yourself a
headache trying to figure out this clunky and dated interface. I still haven't figured out where (Or if) it tells you how much a
purchase will cost before buying it.

On the bright side, the actual game itself can be beautiful at times. The screenshots are pretty true to the game.

However, don't expect it to go much farther than that. The gameplay grows shallow after little play. Once you set up an initial
enclosure, it's hard to care much more about it as there's little else to do besides make it prettier or bigger. Training of the
animals is gone, there's so few of them that you run out of combinations of species to set up in one enclosure, and the only
visitor attractions you can really build are safaris (Jeep and rail) and air tours.

Everything else, as far as the small bugs go, pales in comparison to the sheer lack of gameplay that can be found in this.

Don't get me wrong, what's actually done in this game is done fairly well, but the game is not worth the 10$ pricetag, not when
you can pick up the 1st Zoo Tycoon ultimate edition for the same price at the time of writing.

I bought it at 3.40$, and I feel like that was fair, I got what I paid for, but do not purchase this game fullprice, it's simply not
worth it, and it pales in comparison to the previous Zoo Tycoons, and even the previous Wildlife Park 2, which is a complete
shame, as this market is absolutely starved of games like this. There's only a handful of games which can liken themselves to the
same genre, and what is there pales in comparison to what came before it.. Map lag as hell but it is detailed in several places and
aeroport looks beautiful. Bus is well made.. Well I'm a fan of minimalism and my last name starts with VOI, which happen the
be the 3 simplest shapes, so I may be subjective when I say that it's not at all a bad game.. A robust sequel to one of my favorite
games of all time, definitely worth the money!
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